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Swim team members catch their breath
after meet last weekend, see page 8A.
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New president named
Trustees announced unanimous decision Saturday
person of his integrity and his communication skills to lead Clemson through this
positive change."
Curris, who describes Clemson's restructuring as "innovative and dramatic,"
understands the reasoning behind it and
Last Saturday morning, President Phil
his role in its' implementation.
Prince introduced the newest son to the
"[Clemson's restructuring] has few, if
Clemson family: Constantine W. "Deno"
any, parallels anywhere in
Curris. The Board of Trustees
the country. I hope it is sucadopted Curris as the
cessful. I think everyone
University's 13 th president on
wants it to be successful now
Friday.
that it is being imple"I do hope over the next few
mented," said Curris.
months to have the opportunity
"I think our responsibilEducation
to meet with all groups the camity is to recognize that the
pus," said President-elect Curris.
Bachelor's degree in pomotivation behind this re"Jo [Mrs. Curris] and I want
structuring is to free up relitical science from the Unito be an integral part of this
sources that were consumed
community and we look forversity of Kentucky
in administration, in order
ward to joining you as being
Master's in political so
that those resources can be
South Carolinians."
devoted teaching research
ence
from
the
University
o
Prince said that Curris' outand service."
standing background in college
Illinois
He believes a strong efadministration is going to make
Doctorate of education
fort should be made to implehim an excellent president for
ment the proposed reorganifrom the University of Ken- Constantine
the University.
zation and feels that the
"We now have a leader that
tucky
"Deno" Curris
Board
of Trustees will be
will join us in a few short months
responsive
to changes and
Who, I think, can unite the ClemExperience
fine
tuning
that
may need to
son family," said Prince. "He
occur.
appreciates that there is a ClemPresident, University of Northern Iowa for 11
"Let's make a good faith
son family, that there is a Clemyears,
13,000
in
enrollment,
$160
million
budget
effort
to implement it. If there
son spirit and there is a Clemson
are
problems
in the process
President, Murray State University
heritage."
of
implementation,
if there
Curris admitted that the
Vice president and dean of faculty, West Virginia
are
corrections
that
need to
Clemson family atmosphere, he
Institute
of
Technology
be
made,
and
if
there
are
and his wife Jo experienced
things
that
need
to
be
Dean of student personnel programs, Marshall
during their visit at Clemson
changed
I
have
no
qualms
was a major drawing card for
University
about going back to the
him.
Director of academic programs, West Virginis
Trustees and asking for
"What struck us while we
those," declared Curris.
Board of Education
were here was the immense loyHe believes his experialty that we sensed among the
Professor of public policy, UNI
ence
as president of the UniClemson family," said Curris.
versity
of Northern Iowa will
"Students, faculty, staff, alumni
be
invaluable
in
charting
Clemson's fuand trustees have a real warm spot for people and the state better.
ture.
According to Bill Amick, chairman of
Clemson."
"One of the things, over the 10 years
Although he admits to be excited about the Board, Curris will play an important
that
I have been there, that I have come to
role
in
guiding
the
University
through
the
the opportunity to be at Clemson, Dr.
enjoy, is working with many of the leaders
Curris recognizes that his work is cut out. reorganization process.
"Clemson is an institution going in that state as we tried to chart its future.
"Tr e challenge to the president is to rethrough
change," said Amick, "We need a I hope to have that opportunity here."
affirm or re-establish, if it does not exist

by Tyrone Walker
staff writer

now, excellent working relationships with
all parts of the University and all the
groups to make sure that communication
is enhanced," explained Curris.
He said that he has not thought about
what he wants to accomplish in his tenure,
but for the first six months, his first challenge is to get to know the University, the
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Jaywalkers must pay their dues
by D. Linsey Wisdom
staff writer

Ltese Snode/head photographer

The Clemson Police Department plans
to begin sternly enforcing the jaywalking laws downtown.

For those of you who are
accustomed to walking downtown Clemson, there is some
information you might be interested in. It seems that
Clemson Police will be cracking down on jaywalkers and
speeding motorists on College
Ave.
Johnson Link, chief of the
Clemson Police Department,
fears that with conditions existing as they are, it is not
safe for pedestrians and motorists to travel in the downtown area.
"It's a small area," explained Link, "cars, trucks,
bikers, walkers, business are
all concentrated in this one
section. It's a dangerous situation."
In 1991, ordinances for pedestrians were passed, which
included the installment of the
cobblestone cross walks and
the placement of pedestrian
right-of-way signs.
The speed has also been
kept at a low 25 mile per hour
to ensure that motorists can

be aware of what pedestrian
traffic is doing.
" My chief concern is not
the jaywalking, but the drivers not yielding," Link said.
While Link himself has
seen that the majority of motorists and pedestrians acting
in compliance with the law,
he commented that many of
the officers who patrol the
area regularly have been concerned about the increasing
number of those who are not
obeying the law.
"Pedestrians must cross in
the crosswalks, otherwise that
is a violation of the law," said
Link.
To help ensure the safety
of all those in the downtown
area, enforcement in this region is going to be heightened. Right now, penalties for
jaywalking include a twentyfive dollar fine.
"We are very fortunate no
real tragedies have occurred
yet, let's make sure we keep
it that way."
Link also wanted to stress
the fact that jaywalking laws
are in effect twenty-four hours
a day, even though most of
the signs seem to disappear
after dark.

Americans
gunned down
in Cambodia
PHNOM PENH, Cambodia (AP)
Gunmen killed an American woman
and seriously injured her husband
Sunday as the couple toured the
Angkor Wat temple complex,
Cambodia's biggest tourist attraction.
A provincial official said the gunmen were Khmer Rouge guerrillas,
but that could not be confirmed.
The Americans were headed to
Banteay Srey, one of several 12thcentury temples in Angkor Wat.
A State Department official in
Washington identified the woman as
Susan Ginsburg Hadden of Austin,
Texas. Other government sources
identified her husband as James
Hadden Jr.
The official said Mrs. Hadden was
killed when gunmen opened fire on
the tourists' van after it stopped at a
roadblock. The official, who asked
not to be identified, said robbery appeared to be the motive for the attack.
A policeman who was also in the van
returned fire, he said.
Foreign embassies last year issued
travel warnings after Khmer Rouge
guerrillas abducted foreign civilians
in two separate incidents and later
killed them.
The sense of alarm heightened
when the clandestine Khmer Rouge
radio station singled out Americans,
Australians and French and British
nationals because their governments
provide military assistance to the government.

Blockade of
peacekeepers
continues
SARA JEVO,BosniaHerzegovina (AP) The U.N. commander for Bosnia intervened to try
to end a blockade of peacekeepers by
government troops hoping to open a
northern airport to aid flights.
Lt. Gen. Sir Michael Rose flew to
Tuzla to negotiate an end to the eightday-old blockade that has left the
.1,000 peacekeepers, most of them
Norwegians, short of food and fuel.
Government troops imposed the
blockade to protest the United Nations' inability over the past year to
get aid flights into the airport.
The airport is nominally controlled
by the government, butBosnian Serb
gunners often fire at it, shutting down
traffic.
The United Nations angered the
Muslim-dominated government last
week when it let Serbs station an
officer at the airfield as a guarantee
against its military use. But Serbs
still refused to allow the aid flights.
The Bosnian army retaliated by
blockading the 450 U.N. troops at
the airport, as well as nearly 600
other peacekeepers around Tuzla, the
second-largest city the government
t Holds.

see INTERNATIONAL,
page 5A
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Financial aid to defense
Air freshener
results in death
by Levi Nayman
staff writer
The Nov. 20, 1994 death
of Clemson sophomore
Thomas
Gray Dickson Jr. was
a result of
inhalation
of
air
freshener,
say
authorities.
Butane
poisoning
Thomas
was given
as
the
Gray
cause of
Dickson
Dickson's
death,
which was also ruled an accident by Pickens County
coroner Mitchell Davis.
Dickson, an accounting
major, was found unconscious on the floor of his
Isaqueena Village apartment on Nov. 20. He was
taken to Baptist Medical
Center in Easley where he
died at 12:19 p.m.
Dickson had been inhaling air freshener, with a
towel acting as a filter. The
inhalation, or "huffing," of
the air freshener results in
a brief "high." But there is
also a heavy physiological

toll on the body. Butane
gas, an ingredient in the air
freshener, can cause the
brain to swell, as well as
cause damage to vital organs such as the pancreas
.and the liver.
All of these indications
of inhalant abuse were
present in Dickson.
Clemson Police Chief
Johnson Link feels it is very
important to get the word
out on this activity, which
some people mistakenly believe is harmless.
Link stresses that the
"quick high is not worth it.
Here we have an instance
of a student who died because of it."
Link also indicates that
such abuse of air freshener
"[THE! QUICK
HIGH IS NOT
WORTH IT. HERE

WE HAVE... A
STUDENT WHO
DIED."
♦ JOHNSON LINK
CLEMSON CHIEF OF
POUCE

and other equally dangerous household items in the
area appears to be up.

These programs total around $1.8
million and will be a great loss.
by LaToya C. Greene
In regards to the state level,
staff writer
South Carolina is the only state
in the union that doesn't have a
grant program for students going
According to The Greenville
to a public institution. However,
News, college students may soon
one is available for students in
find that in the future it will take
private institutions.
them longer to pay off student
"A need-based program is
loans, and they will be responimportant, but the existence
sible for covering more of the
of one is not likely. [Such a
costs if the proposals from the
"I REALLY THINK THE
program] puts money in-the
new GOP-dominated Conhands of the students. HowNATION'S
FIRST
LINE
OF
gress are passed.
ever, it doesn't necessarily
Provisions in the GOP's
DEFENSE IS EDUCATION.
enhance the financial status
Contract with America call for
SHOULD WE TAKE STU of the institution. It will not
the federal government to stop
go to the institution to keep
DENT
ASSISTANCE
paying the interest on school
tuition down."
loans for needy students while
AWAY IN ORDER TO
Gov. David Beasley and
they are in school: thus putENHANCE DEFENSE
fellow Republicans in the
ting a larger financial load on
General Assembly have taken
SPENDING"
students.
two stands that Carmichael
In-school interest benefits
says would make it difficult
will be done away with, mean♦ MARVIN CARMICHAEL
to fund a new grant program
ing that interest on student
FINANCIAL A*ID DIRECTOR I -their pledge to cut taxes and
loans will begin as soon affthe
their opposition to a state lotloan is attained. At this time,
the government pays the interest the future, total financial aid is tery.
Students can show their conwhile the student is in school if estimated to be around $50 milcern
by communicating with their
lion.
he is needy.
congressional
leaders and senaAfter
bills
associated
with
CU
Six months after graduation,
the student who acquired the loan are paid, refund* checks are is- tors to convey views about the
is then responsible for the inter- sued. "Over $4.7 million was consequences of the plan on
est accumulated after graduation. available to students to pay for higher education.
"This [situation] will not only
The Contract proposes students rent, groceries and other costs
will pay back between 17 and 20 associated with attending Clem- affect students who fall under
son. Those monies have a tre- this initially, but also when they
percent more.
This plan will take those sav- mendous impact on the students go into the job market. Many
ings and shift it to the Pell Grant as well as the surrounding shifts in lifestyle may occur because of the large number of ineconomy."
Program and defense spending.
Campus-based programs such debted [students] present when
Marvin Carmichael, CU's financial aid director, stated, "I as work-study, supplement grants entering the job market, having a
really think the nation's first line and the Perkins Loan Program definite influence on the
of defense is education. Should will also be done away with. economy," stated Carmichael.
we take student assistance away
in order to enhance defense
spending?"
Currently 5,725 students at CU
receive student loans which total
approximately $30 million. "That
figure has jumped dramatically
since the 1992-1993 term when
$9.5 million went to Clemson
students," Carmichael said. In
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Women
become
first prize
I am writing not as an expert in any
field but as a concerned student and
member of the Clemson community.
That which concern me is an instance
taking place Homecoming weekend,
that I feel is an outrage and unfortunately not uncommon. What appeared
as an

Letters to the Editor
Student puts up for The Tiger
To the editor:

by Mark P. Van
Brocklin
staff photographer
innocent fraternity party, with the
customary drinking and laughing, had
a definite feel of disgusting sexism
and instances very close to gang rape.
The fraternity held a formal competition among the women present in
which the prize was a fifty dollar gift
certificate to Victoria's Secret. One
wonders if this prize was for the "lucky"
woman, or if it was designed to benefit
one or more fraternity brother.
The contest was won by the collection of "dollars." Each brother was
given a certain amount of money with
which to give the woman of his choice.
The women who chose to participate earned these dollars as they and
their "customers" saw fit. This reduced
the competition to uninhibited young
women who, all night, stripped for
gangs of drunken, salivating males,
and in many instances, performed unmentionable acts in public.
If this is what fraternity life is even
remotely about, I urge the university
to reconsider its sponsorship of Greek
life. A public university can not condone such disrespectful, wrong, and if
I may, illegal behavior.
In college, which is supposed to be
a venue for knowledge and new ideas,
there is not a place for sexist degradation and old-school values, no matter
how much "tradition" there may be.
Guest commentaries are submitted
at the request of the senior staffof The
Tiger.
If you are interested contact the
editorial office at 656-4006.

I am writing in response to the article
"Put up or shut up," by Lou Potenza, in the
November 18, 1994 issue of The Tiger.
First off, I would like to apologize to The
Tiger staff personally, for my previous
negative stance about former articles written in the newspaper.
I am part of the student body, that week
after week ridicules The Tiger. Now, for
the most part, I won't even pick one up to
read. I find myself to often losing the true
meaning of any article, because I spend
too much time trying to find faults to
complain about. I never took into consideration the time and effort spent by these
volunteers, until I read this edition.
Lou states, "We would love to hear
what you have to say," so here it goes.
First, I think the editor or supervisor should
not just let any volunteer write for The
Tiger. Next, Lou says, "The Tiger wants
to provide an informative and entertaining publication to its readership every
week." I do not feel this goal is accomplished for one main reason, many of the
articles are old news, since it is only published once a week. It is true what happened at the beginning of the week may be
interesting news, but chances are students
have heard so much about it during the
week, that they figure why read another
story. Maybe the staff should look into
publishing more than one paper per week.
The third suggestion I have is that The
Tiger should be laid out well in advance,
so the original writer can make the necessary revision. The staff should be a little
more organized so this does not happen,
also, there could be a more consistent flow
to the articles.
This goes along with my final suggestion to hire proofreaders. This might avoid
a lot of complaints, especially the grammatical ones that I hear about most.
I can only give solutions to the complaints I have made in the past.

Terrell Johnson

The

Editor-in-Chief
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Time-out Editor....L. Clator Butler
Sports Editor
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Sincerely,
Debbie Carbone

Nonsmoker
speaks out

effort you have put into informing others
about the dangers of smoking. From myself and those like me who do not smoke
thank you.
Sincerely,
Charlie Bridgmon

Student wants
same test

To the editor:
.To the editor:
I would like to -thank The Tiger for
including the article "Students put out the
fire" in the November 18,1994 issue. I am
glad to see that The Tiger is just as concerned about the health of others as I am.
You began the article by telling about
National Smoke Out Day, an annual campaign to encourage smokers to go for one
day without smoking. Many people, including myself, did not know such a day
existed. Maybe now that you have included this informative article in this issue
more people will participate, or at least
encourage someone else to participate.
Despite the hundreds of warnings we
see every day, the number of students who
continue to smoke is shocking. Hopefully, after reading that smoking can cause
health risks such as lung cancer, reduced
fertility, heart disease, and oral and throat
cancers, many of these students will come
to their senses about the nasty habit they
have developed. Maybe one day they will
realize that smoking is not as cool as they
think it is.
I was strongly encouraged when sophomore Julie Kilby stated, " I think it's
terrible, it's nasty, I'm tired of sharing
otherpeople's secondhand smoke." These
sentiments apporpreately describe how
many people feel about smoking.
Once again I want to thank you for the
Adrian Scott
Managing Edito r
Head Photographer
Liese Snode
Ad Sales Manager
Katie Miller
Ad. Prod. Manager
Greg Schmidt
Bus/Adv Coorinator...Kathy Beacham

Recently the issue of standardized tests
in more classes has come up. In the December 2, 1994 issue, there were two
articles about these tests. One explained
the test while the other opposed the idea of
standardized testing.
In the opposing article it was stated that
these tests would influence students not to
come to class since the tests would be
textbook based. I am presently in Chemistry 101 where there are standardized tests,
and the class is packed on all three days
that it meets. So to say standardized test
aren't good because students won't come
to class just doesn't hold up.
This article also stated that the tests
will take away a teachers creativity, and
individuality. However, a teacher becomes
aware of what helps a student to learn and
will overcome this problem.
It is not necessary that every test be the
same throughout a course, however, it is
important that some exams be standardized and teachers informed of what will
be on the test. This set up would allow for
the teacher's creativity and at the same
time force the teacher to completely cover
the course.
Sincerely,
Courtney Mayes

Jennifer Floyd
Business Manager
Faculty Advisor...Elizabeth BolhemanHerring
Media Advisor
Julie Walters-Steek
Printer
Anderson Independent-Mai
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Prince from
turf to surf

Military grants research
funds to Engineering
by Jonathan Campbell
staff writer
The Department of Defense
plans to provide the University
with $1.5 million the first year
and up to $7.7 million over five
years to conduct research increasing communication between soldiers and their commanders.
Electrical and computer engineers from Clemson will work
with other researchers atTechnoSciences Inc. of Pendleton, ITT
Corp. of Fort Wayne, Ind. and
InterDigital Communications
Corp. of Great Neck, NY. This
research will improve wireless,
multimedia communication on
the battlefield for the U.S. Army.
"Right Now, a soldier is limited
to short-distance communications with other front-line troops,"
said Pursley, project coordinator

continued from 2A

Japan and LA
quake on
same day
LOS ANGELES (AP) From
now on, Jan. 17 will unite Japanese and Southern Californians
in a grim anniversary of the day
earthquakes devastated major cities in each nation.
The Japanese quake killed at
least 1,800 people, injured thousands and trapped hundreds more
in the rubble of collapsed buildings. Damage stretched from
Kobe to Osaka and Kyoto.
The Northridge quake killed
61 people, buckled freeways and
caused $20 billion in damage in
Los Angeles and neighboring
areas.
Saying Los Angeles and the
devastated Japanese cities are
now somehow connected, Mayor
Richard Riordan called for the
establishment of the the OsakaKobe Earthquake Recovery Fund
to aid victims.
The Red Cross issued a moratorium on inquiries about Japanese relatives and referred queries about U.S. citizens living in
Japan to the U.S. State Department.
According to the consulate,
roughly 36,400 Japanese citizens
live in Los Angeles County. The
U.S. Census Bureau estimates
220,000 Japanese-Americans
live in the county.

Terrorist
targets
Gorbachev
NEW YORK (AP) Foreign
dignitaries including then-So-

and Clemson Holcombe Professor of electrical and computer
engineering.
"The ideal situation would be
for a soldier not only to talk but to
transfer data and video to frontline troops and commanders back
at headquarters."
Military information being
transferred like this requires the
need for secrecy. The department
will also do research on how to
protect transmissions from being
intercepted, while bettering reception quality at the same time,
said David Noneaker, assistant
professor of electrical and computer engineering.
"Unlike the current technology of one transmission per channel over a limited area, our research will focus on fully exploiting the capabilities of spreadspectrum communications,
which allows several transmis-

sions on a single channel," said
Noneaker. With this, information is scattered across many frequencies and through de-spreading is translated back into readable form, safe from enemy interception.
To help with the enhanced
communication abilities, researchers will try to develop more
advanced antennas. According to
Noneaker, they would give the
wireless units more flexibility and
help deter interference.
The research conducted to help
the military also has other implications.
"One commercial application
of this research is a personal computer that can send and receive
voice and video, as well as conduct faster transfers of data, images and graphics than is currently possible with wireless
transmissions," said Noneaker.

viet
President
Mikhail Gorbachev
were targeted for
death by a man accused of assassinating a radical rabbi as
part of a "war of urban terrorism" in the
United States, prosecutors say.
The letter also drew closer
the connection between four
men convicted of bombing the
World Trade Center in 1993, a
blast that killed six people and
caused more than a half billion
dollars in damage, and those
now on trial for seditious conspiracy.
The letter said the fingerprints of the man who helped
build the bomb and rented the
van that carried it into the Trade
Center were found on a diagram of a planned armored car
robbery found in possession of
El-Sayyid Nosair in 1990.
Four men were sentenced in

May to life in prison at the
conclusion of the Trade Center
trial.
It was the allegations against
Nosair in the prosecution's letter this week that caused the
biggest stir among defense lawyers, and several said it was
likely they would quickly ask
U.S. District Judge Michael
Mukasey to exclude the evidence.
In the letter, prosecutors notify the defense they may show
the jury Nosair planned and carried out the bombing of Uncle
Charlie's bar on Greenwich
Street in Manhattan in April
1990. Three people were injured in the blast.
Because homosexuality was
not expected to be an issue in
the trial, defense lawyers never
recommended to Mukasey that
he question jurors about their
feelings on the subject and none
of 54 questions posed to each
juror include the issue.

President-elect Constantine
"Deno" Curris has taken the
helm at the University as its
13th president. Phil Prince's
ship will be sailing in a new
direction, serving a one year
term as the chair of the Board
of Directors for the South Carolina Sea Grant Consortium.
"The Sea Grant Consortium
is an effective organization
which deals with a lot of matters important to the people of
South Carolina," said Prince.
Membership in the consortium
includes: Clemson, The Citadel, College of Charleston,
Medical University of South
Carolina, SC State College, SC
Wildlife andMarine Resources
Department and the University of South Carolina.
"Economic and business
concerns are linked toenviron-

Endowment given
A $250,000 endowment has
allowed Clemson to establish its
first endowed professorship
within the Department of Political Science'. The endowment was
completed by Elena Diaz-Vcrson
Amos who donated $115,000.
Amos is the wife of the late John
Amos, who founded and was
CEO of American Family Life
Assurance Corporation.
The 1991 Re-elect Thurmond
Committee donated $100,000
earlier in honor of U.S. Senator
Strom Thurmond, who is a 1923
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graduate of Clemson and for
whom the Strom Thurmond Institute is named.
Elena Amos's gift was made
in honor of Nancy Moore
Thurmond, the senator's daughter who died in an automobile
accident. Amos' husband, John,
was a fund raising leader for the
Strom Thurmond Institute.
Income from the endowment
will provide research funds and a
salary supplement for a political
science teacher involved in research and scholarship.
The degrees offered by Clemson include a bachelor's degree
in political science and a master's
degree in public administration.

by Brett Barker
staff writer

iVlZZAi

C

mental concerns. Phil Prince
brings a lot of private business experience to the consortium," said Rick Devoe, associate director of the Consortium.
"Our goal is to balance resource use and resource conservation to save what we have
for future growth. The economic growth of our country
is predicted on the qual ity and
extent of our natural resource
base."
Before being named president of Clemson in June 1994,
Prince assumed other leadership roles at Milliken and Co.
and as the senior vice president of the American Express
Co.
Margaret Davidson, executive director of the consortium, said, "Philip Prince has
the experience and vision to
help us continue moving forward in an innovative and effective direction."

by Jonathan Campbell
staff writer
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Professor and alum to patent invention
by LaToya C. Greene
staff writer
Recently, CU alumnus Chris Lee and
professor Clark Jeffries filed for a patent
on a new multi-target aircraft tracking
system. The invention utilizes neural networks to track the flight patterns of several aircraft simultaneously in a noisy
environment.
"When a radar runs, because there can
be hundreds of objects that it is trying to
keep track of, as well as clutter (unwanted
radar signals from water, cars in the road,
etc.), human beings tend to get tired of
watching the radar screen and keeping
track of the dots," Jeffries stated.
"To help them out, a radar tracker which
automatically connects dots on the screen

' and enables them to tell what is happening
was our ultimate goal." This system also
has possible future applications in commercial aircraft fields.
Lee is a 1993 mathematical science
graduate from Clemson. He now teaches
at Roanoke College in Virginia. Lee coded,
tested and designed algorithms and computer graphics for the system.
Jeffries, a professor in Clemson's mathematics department since 1987, came up
with some of the basic neural network
ideas in the beginning and devised atheory.
He used his knowledge of neural networks to provide the formal mathematics
for the instrument and implementing them
in terms of the electric circuits.
Rolf Carlson and Stephen Engel also
worked on the project. Carlson who received his Ph.D. at Clemson now owns his

Killer good
Heroine
smells cheesy cook, lover
VINITA, Okla. (AP) Au
thorities thought they smelled a
rat. All they got were two rolls of
goat's cheese.
Two men who stopped to have
repair work done on their car
were arrested this week when a
drug-sniffing dog alerted officers to two packages,
which deputies believed to be heroin.
Rufino Gomes
Bravo and Israel
Lopez Oliveres
spent two days in
the Craig County
jail on complaints of drug-trafficking. They were released
Thursday when tests from the
Oklahoma State Bureau of Investigation showed the packages
contained goat's cheese.
The garage owner alerted authorities when the men paid cash
for a new engine and then left in
a rental car. The packages were
inspected during repairs, and the
owner called authorities after the
men picked up the car.

MIAMI (AP) In his first few
days of freedom, Hector Manuel
Rivas found both lodging and a
lover.
Rivas, 32, is one of five men
who dug out of the Glades Correctional Institution near Belle
Glade on Jan. 2. He was arrested

Rivas to stay in her home because a friend introduced him as
his long-lost cousin, a recent arrival from Cuba who needed a
place to stay for the night.
Rivas played games with the
woman's two young boys. They
listened to Spanish music on the
radio.
Soon, the boys went to sleep
in their mother's bed. She closed
the bedroom door.
It was near midnight. Rivas
and the woman
kissed. They
moved to the
living room
sofa bed.
Afterward,
she went to
sleep in the
bedroom with her children. The
next morning, Rivas cooked fried
eggs for the boys and prepared
bowls of corn flakes. He then
washed and dried the dishes,
swept the floor and helped wash
and fold the laundry.
Rivas neglected to say that he
drowned a boat captain in 1993,
that he was serving a life sentence for first-degree murder and
that he was the subject of an
national manhunt.

fljfNovel News

Power skirt
inappropriate
LONDON (AP) A British
industrial tribunal ruled that a
man who wanted to wear skirts to
work did not have the same rights
as women who wear pants and
ties.
Paul Kara sued his employer,
London's Hackney Council,
when his bosses told him to stop
wearing skirts last year. The local council had tolerated Kara in
women's leggings and blouses
for eight years, until he twice
appeared in skirts in April.
Kara argued before the tribunal that women colleagues wore
pants, suits and ties to work. But
the industrial tribunal ruled that
there was no discrimination because the women were wearing
clothed designed for women
based onmen'sclothing, whereas
Kara was wearing women's
clothing not intended for men.
Kara's wife, Helen said her
husband's choice was always
tasteful.

BBS

last Wednesday. Two more were
in custody, one died, and one
remained at large.
Before Rivas was picked up
by a policeman on routine duty in
Miami' s Little Havana neighborhood, he spent two nights with a
30-year-old mother of two.
She asked The Miami Herald
not to publish her name because
she is married. Her husband is
working in California.
The woman said she allowed

Degrees awarded
by Robert A. Lucas
staff writer
Clemson's December commencement exercises featured the
presentation of three honorary
degrees.
Gov. Carroll Campbell is a
two-term South Carolina governor who leaves office this month.
He has supported education
through Target 2000, a program
which offers deregulation and
greater flexibility to the states'
top performing schools, and the
Cutting Edge initiative, which
includes many higher education
reforms. Governor Campbell has
also chaired the National Education Goals Panel and the National
Council on Education Standards
and Testing'.
Fellow honoree Sen. John

jg fr^e SjfHGiaUus tPete/f

Drummond has been a South
Carolina senator since 1967 and
has served on the State Budget
and Control Board. He is thepresident of the Drummond Oil
Company and Greenwood Petroleum Company. Drummond,
the parent of two Clemson graduates, has been an IPTAY member for 40 years and has served
on the Board of Visitors.
Also receiving an honorary
degree was Joseph Shirley, a 1940
Clemson graduate and a retired
Lieutenant Colonel in the US
Army. Shirley has donated over
$1.7 million dollars to the libraries in honor of Callie Jones
Shirley, his mother. He has served
on the Clemson University Foundation Board of Directors, the
Library Development Advisory
Board and the College of Liberal
Arts Alumni Advisory Board.

This Weekend at the Y-Theater
All Seats only 980
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ence was not only self-satisfying, but valuable to his teaching. "There is a fine line
between mathematics and computer science," said Lee.
"The fact that I worked on real world
problems was important to me. I was in
the very fortunate situation of being able
to turn my research into a dissertation.
Northrop Grumman and Clemson let the
students get involved."
Jeffries agreed in terms of the value the
experience held not only for himself, but
for his students. "My graduate class includes the equations that went into the
radar tracking system - the brain of the
system. This is a very good situation for
students because they are introduced to
real world problems that are also commercial. This, in turn, allows them to be introduced to future employers."

own company in New Mexico specializing in neural networks.
Stephen Engels, 1992 Inventor of the
Year for the Northrop Grumman Corporation, conceived the idea for the new system and will be listed as a co-inventor of
the tracker. His company, Northrop
Grumman sponsored the tracking research
at Clemson in hopes that it will possibly be
used to upgrade the E2C Hawkeye military airplane.
The technology employs mathematical equations to mimic the patternrecogniton capabilities of the human brain.
"In a competition with four existing trackers last summer, the new system beat three
devices and tied with the fourth," said
Engel.
Lee is continuing to work on improvements to the tracking system. The experi-
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Reznor captures Columbia
Caffe
Nine Inch Nails hits the Carolina Coliseum tomorrow
Espresso
opened
Allison Edwards
staff writer
The recently opened Caffe
Espresso overlooking College Avenue offers more than just a hot cup
of coffee to people killing time between classes. Caffe Espresso has
opened its doors to curious custonv
ers for breakfast and lunch. In addition, it is open until one o'clock on
Saturday nights, giving students a
place to go after the downtown bars
close.
"We are gearing the Caffe
Espresso toward being a night spot,"
commentedLynnFrancois, manager
of the shop. "We see a lot of students
come in at eight o'clock until closing."
Caffe Espresso plans to arrange
live entertainment on the weekends,
including poets, soloists and art
shows. Every two months they would
like to display the work of new artists. This month their wall are decorated with the shadowy drawings of
Marcelo Novo from Columbia. They
encourage customers to provide feedback on these displays by leaving a
small notebook along the entrance
stairway for people's comments. If
you like to read while enjoying your
morning coffee, there are magazines
from Newsweek to Cosmopolitan.
Strangely enough, the new shop
is right across the street from the
Coffeehouse, which opened last semester. According to Lynn Francois,
"The Coffeehouse and Caffe
Espresso are two separate environments and will attract different customers." An important factor for
some people is that unlike the Coffeehouse, Caffe Espresso has a smoking and non-smoking section to cater to the needs of everyone. Lynn
Jeness, a junior here at Clemson,
said, "I expected this place to be dark
and smoky, but it's not at all. It's
actually a cool place to hang out."
The Coffeehouse brings about a
cultured and cozy appearance, while
the Caffe Espresso has an open and
sunny front room providing a view
from above. It is a fairly large shop,
since the eating area extends into a
book room where there is space for
entertainment.

see COFFEE, page 4B

photo courtesy Formula PR

The touring version of Nine Inch Nails 1-r: James Woolley,
Chris Vrenna, Trent Reznor, Danny Lohner, Robin Finck.
NIN will perform in Columbia tomorrow night.
by Joe Milam
staff writer
Warning! The neo^tech wave of Trent
Reznor and Nine Inch Nails (NIN), with
opening act Pop Will Eat Itself (PWEI),
will cause the weak to run for the doors
and the hardcore following to the mosh pit
during their gig at the Carolina Coliseum
tomorrow night. The experimental music

of the two bands mix aspects of trance,
dub, rock, rap, and industrial.
Reznor's definition of the music isn't
so much industrial as it is "uneasy listening." Reznor admitted, "If you're not ready
for it, it's terrible, it's noise. On a couple
listenings, if you get that far, you hear
through the distractions and find a beauty
under the surface ugliness."
Pop Will Eat Itself (PWEI), with musical influences spanning from Jane's Ad-

diction to Public Enemy, are enjoying the
success of released singles, such as Ich
Bin Ein Auslander and R.S. V.P.
Nothing Records, headed by Reznor
and John Malm, was established "to put
out records by people we like, not mess
with them," said Malm. Clint Mansell,
guitarist and vocalist for PWEI, said "It's
a pretty good setup we've found ourselves
involved in (talking about Nothing
Records). They said to us, 'Go and make
the record that you want to make.' They
didn't hassle us in any way or for what we
wanted to do, and that sort of brings us to
where we are now."
PWEI are touring to support Dos Dedos
MisAmigos, released in Sept. 1994. Their
direction with the album was into the
darker sides of its members. Anger, seriousness, and frustration blast through such
horrors as ethnic cleansing, violence, and
self-hatred. Dos Dedos Mis Amigos is
more rock oriented than previous albums
but maintains the level of chaos, grinding
guitars, and vicious vocal effects that grab
even the most drab music critic and whips
him with his condemning words.
PWEI will set the stage for one of the
most infamous bands in the music industry - Nine Inch Nails.
According to the Detroit Free Press,
"[During Woodstock] While NIN was
walking towards the stage, Reznor decided to shove guitarist Robin Finck into
the mud. Finck responded by tackling
Reznor, who "realized it was too late too

see NAILS, page 3B

Ticklin' ivories
by Caroline Weathers
staff writer
On Tuesday, Jan. 24, theLillian and
Robert Utsey Chamber Music Series
will continue with a performance by
renowned English pianist Graham
Scott. The concert, free for everyone,
will begin at 8 p.m. in the Brooks
Theatre.
Scott was born in Chester, England
and attended the Chethams School of
Music and the Royal Northern College
of Music. He has been the recipient of
several awards, including First Prize
in the 1991 Jaen International Piano
Competition in Spain, as well as prizes
in the 1985 Senigallia Competition in
Italy, the 1986 Maria Canals Competition in Spain and the 1990 Stefania
Nikrasz Competition in London. Scult
was also First Prize winner of the
Dudley National Piano Competition

in 1989.
Many of his previous concert engagements have been through the
Young Concert Artists Series. In 1991
Scott was a winner of the YCA International Auditions, having his debut
in New York and Washington, D.C.,
as a result of this achievement. Other
concerts through YCA have included
performances in California, Vermont,
Massachusetts, Tennessee and
Cuemevaca, Mexico.
Among other appearances in his
native country, Scott has performed
with the London Concert Orchestra
and the New Mozart Orchestra. He has
played on BBC Radio and on Granada
Television, and his first compact disc
recording has been well-received by
critics.
At his Clemson performance, Scott
plans to play works by Beethoven,
Debussy, Liszt, Chopin and
Rachmaninoff.
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D Generation
D Generation
CHRYSALIS/EMI RECORDS

*

Red Hot Chili
Peppers
Out in L.A.

ster leaning. Anyone who has
listened to a lot of rap lately would
probably be looking for something different than the standard_
formula. This would include a
couple of songs to release on the
radio, a few of songs for driving
down the street, the next set for
chilling in the crib, and the obligatory two or three slow songs for
other uses. The looker will not
find a deviation here.
This CD is not bad, yet not
good; it is just the same as many
other CDs out on the market.
Some of the songs have promise,
like "Got You Faded," or "Booty
Mack," but very few of the songs
are out of the strict formula of
talking about either the homies,
the street, the fights, or somebody else's woman. As for listening, the music has a nice groove
to sit to or dance to, but there is no
rush to run out and by it.

by David Baker
staff critic

EMI RECORDS

by Levi Nayman
staff critic
•Hot spot: "Castles
Made of Sand"
•Low blow: "If You
Want Me To Stay"
•Bottom line: Nothing
groundbreaking, but good
filler for fans awaiting a
new album.
The Red Hot Chili Peppers, the wacky and lovable
funk-rock quartet, are taking their sweet time recording a follow up to their
multiplatinum 1991 album,
Blood Sugar Sex Magic.
For the more diehard of
their fans, EMI has offered
Out in L.A., a grab bag of
unreleased mixes, live performances, demos and songs.
Except for one previously
unreleased song, the material on this album was recorded between 1982 and
1989, and offers a good overview of what they were up to
in their pre-mainstream success days.
At its best, this album offers a few gems like a live
rendition of the Jimi Hendrix
classic, "Castles Made of
Sand". At its worst, there are
dance club mix treatments
of songs like "If You Want
Me to Stay" and "Hollywood."
Included also are decent
remixes of songs such as
"Higher Ground" and "Behind the Sun." But these are
mostly irrelevant; they don't
improve on the originals that
most fans probably own already.
What fans of the group
will probably find most interesting is the second half
of the album, a collection of
demos and unreleased songs
from 1982, including a demo
version of their first song
Out in L.A.
This new album doesn't
seem to offer anything new
or groundbreaking, but Out
ofL.A. should be enough to
tide over their fans until the
album which they are working on is released.

•Hot spot: The first 21 seconds of "No Way Out," the
first track on the CD.
•Low blow: The remaining
47 minutes, 57 seconds of the
CD.
•Bottom line: D Generation
sucks.
D Generation, a group of New
York rockers, have been playing
for over a decade, and (what a big
surprise!) it sounds like it. It is as
though these guys stepped right
out of the '80s and into the
present.
Their self-titled album begins
with "No Way Out." This song
erupts into half-way decent guitar riffs and drum beats, but thengasp !-someone in the group decides to sing. This was not, of
course, a very smart idea, because the vocals are so meek and
utterly impotent that they ruin
the remainder of the album.
Though D Generation's lyrics
deal primarily with such hardhitting issues as drugs, death and
suicide, most of the words sound
stupid and irrelevant. For example, in "StealingTime," someone sings, "Don't need no store
floor models or no valentines/
Mother figures, lovers, or a
goldmine."
D Generation's only hope for
survival in this decade is to pick
up a new lead vocalist and to
write some better songs.

Krashman
Black Circle
ISLAND RECORDS

y&&
by Birma Gainor
staff critic
Most rap out today has a common groove that turns towards
something danceable, but with a
little bit of an edge, almost gang-

Velvet Crush
Hold Me Up
CREATION RECORDS

by Brian Davis
staff critic
•Hot spot: "Hold Me Up"
•Lowblow: "One Hundred
Years From Now"
•Bottom line: A combination of rock V roll, country
and alternative.
Velvet Crush is a rock 'n' roll
band out of Rhode Island with
and alternative twist. This single
CD features their song "Hold
Me Up," from their album Teenage Symphonies To God, as well
as two other previously
unreleased songs. All three of
their songs on this CD deal with
relationships.
Their immature lyrics detract
from their rhythmic, bouncing,
glittery rock 'n' roll style. The
second selection, "One Hundred
Years From Now" introduces a
slide guitar and a country twang.
The group takes up an almost Dylan-esque sound, and
nearly makes listening easy in
the third selection. Velvet Crush
has been compared to the Byrds
and praised in Rolling Stone
magazine.
" *
Unfortunately, their ability
can not be recognized in this
single release. In a compilation
of new groups recently released
by Sony called Tonnage includes
a Velvet Crush song "This Life
Is Killing Me" also taken from
their album.
This selection is much more
"mainstream alternative" and is
actually enjoyable. At the very
least this single CD shows the
group's ability to vary their style
and explore their musical identity.
Perhaps even more quality
music from Velvet Crush can be
found on their album in its entirety.

Queensryche
Promised Land
EMI RECORDS
****

by L. Clator Butler, Jr.
Time-Out editor
•Hot spot: "I am I"
•Low blow: "Someone
Else?"
•Bottom line: Queensryche
goes for a leaner, less radio
friendly sound.
It has been over four years
since the release of Empire, the
release from Queensryche that
dominated the charts for over a
year. After the success of the
album and an exhausting tour,
the band'decided to once again
pull back and see the direction it
is moving and to change it.
Promised Land offers the lean
sound that made them famous on
Operation: Mindcrime, but uses
the powerful production skills of
Jirribo Barton (who co-produced
Rush's Power Windows in 1985)
this time. The result is a grungy
style of music with sound that
leaps beyond what any other
grunge band is doing today.
And why not? After all,
Queensryche is the premier band
of Seattle, who put the music
scene on the map long before
Pearl Jam and Nirvana became
household names. The difference
is, Queensryche can balance the
fine line between integrity and
mainstream without sacrificing
the music in the process.
Promised Land proves that
taste and grunge can walk hand
in hand, and that lyrics need not
wallow in self-pity to make a
hard-rock album great.

•Bottom line: New age combined with deep rok 'n' roll,
delivered in a CD of unprecedented sound.
From the first strum of the
guitar strings the avid music listener can tell that they have
stumbled onto something unique.
Joe Mazzola (guitar), Vinnie
(vocals), Tim Cross (Bass),
Jimmy Paluzzi (drums), and Mike
Cross (guitar) have released an
album spanning the creative
globe. Vinnie's strong vocals are
compared to that of The Crash
Test Dummies, the music to that
of The Church. Their music has a
spontaneous twist meaning for
instance, if Cross wanted to shift
the mood of a peculiar riff, the
band was sure to follow.
Sponge, being together
through several albums, have
outdone themselves with "Rotting Pinata." The sound is of the
masses-not to heavy or soft-and
meets the "happy medium" classification bands normally try to
meet in order to be successful.
Extremities in the music business are risky and are less likely
to make it further than a producers desk. Not to say their music is
in any way generic, it's not! It is
just the simple fact that a lot of
people would like Sponge if they
heard them. All types of listeners
would appreciate their combinations of rock 'n' roll, alternative,
and pop with no classification
given more attention than the
other.
Check them out, and anticipate a type of soothing thought
provoking lyrics that will combine all the music you listen to
into one album.

The Shadowcaste
Set in Motion
BARFLY RECORDS

*

by Amy Hinsley
staff critic

Sponge
Rotting Pinata
CHAOS RECORDINGS/SONY

*****

by Joe Milam
staff critic
•Hot Spot: "Plowed"
•Low blow: "Molly"

Hot spot: "Resolution"
Low Blow: "Fool For a
Pretty Face"
Bottom line: Set in Motion is
perfect evidence that Athens,
Georgia still can produce some
great music.
The Shadowcaste recently
emerged as a new name in the
music industry when their songs,
"Life, Sin, and Guilt" and "Resolution" appeared on Gallery, a
compilation album of six hot new
Athens bands. The lead guitar for
The Shadowcaste was the original brainchild for the Gallery al-

see MORE, page 4B I
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Nine Inch Nails
continued from IB

compiled by Mera) Anas, staff critic

Tentative release
date: Jan. 25*

Payback
Rated R

...And God
Spoke
Rated R
LIVE
A comedy starring Bob
Strauss and Dave Kerr, this
movie displays the hilarious
efforts of two filmakers in their
quest to create a modern Bible
epic. The film is written and
directed by Arthur Borman.

Killing Zoe
Rated R
LIVE

This thrilling action movie
stars Eric Stoltz and Jean
Hugues Field and is produced
by the movie genius Quentin
Tarantino. The story involves
a "perfect plan" to rob a bank
in Paris. Once the plan fails,
the movie proceeds in typical
Tarantino fashion.

VlDMARK

A thriller with Joan Severance and C. Thomas Howell,
this story tests a man's loyalty to his friend. Oscar
Bonsetter is a convict who is
promised a hidden fortune by
his dying cellmate if he kills a
prison guard. However,
Bonsetter finds himself confused in a twisted triangle of
mystery and deceit.

Sensation
Not Rated
COLUMBIA

This suspense movie stars
Eric Roberts and KariWuhrer.
The excitement begins when
a beautiful young psychic uncovers a brutal murder, relating the crime to a university
professor.
*Dates for video release are tentative. The
actual date varies for
some video rental stores
andfor some movies. Information is from Wax
Works Buyers Guide.

undo that. After that, we felt really good, all cqvered with mud,"
continued Reznor, "It ended up
being a little painful after a while;
the mud got in our eyes,.."
Nine Inch Nails, after their
mudbath, performed a less than
technically perfect show in front
of tens of thousands of viewers,
but the viewers didn't care. The
mud-covered victims of
Woodstock launched the band
into cult status.
The
Woodstock
and
Lollapalooza audiences witnessed the birth of the darkest,
most viscous and most provocative pop band around. NIN's live
performances rock the audience
into a frenzy with computerized
impulses, emotional vocals, bee
swarms, and human screams.
The essence of this alternative
writing and performing stems
from Trent Reznor's oppressed'
childhood that was violently freed
through his music. Reznor tries
to explain his connection with

' hyperviolence, gore, sadomasochism, taboos and limits of human experience in his lyrics by
admitting,' "maybe it is'my obsessive desire to find extremes
has to do with growing up where
nothing ever happened."
John Malm, Reznor's manager and co-producer, says,
"Reznor makes music to please
himself. His whole position is if
10 people like it, great; if 10
million people like it, that's great,
too."
The success of NIN is somewhat of a phenomenon. Their
songs are not commercial items.
Many of their works will never
receive the exposure they need.
The Downward Spiral (Nothing/
TVT/Interscope) is essentially a
noncommercial record. "It's kind
of strange," Reznor continues,
"but although we've become a
fairly, big" band, it's, been done
outside the channels of the mainstream media."
NIN's complete lineup consists of bassist Danny Lohner,

drummer
Chris
Vrenna,
keyboardist James Woolley, guitarist Robin Finck, and singer/
writer/producer Trent Reznor.
The band will rip it up tomorrow
night, and will not be afraid of
being personal, getting naked,
bursting eardrums or even thinking twice about causing mass
chaos and social confusion.
As Village Noizeputit, "Trent
Reznor suffers for us because of
us, and we love him for it. He's
betrayed by the powers that made
him, and in his anger he converts
this angst into a binary code that
we can dance to. He transforms
betrayal and fear into poetry so
we can sing along."
It was this combination that
propelled his 1989 debut album,
Pretty Hate Machine and continues today in every selfproclaming performance.
It's not too late to get tickets
for the 7:30 show. They will be
available at the front gate of the
Coliseum while they last.

photo courtesy Formula PR

Pop Will Eat Itself, NIN's opening act, 1-r: Graham Charles Crabb, Clint
Mansell, Adam Mole, Fuzz Townshend, Richard March. PWEI is scheduled to begin the show at 7:30 p.m.
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From the book STAR MORPHS
published by contemporary books.
Tonya Harding

What would we get it we crossed.,.

New coffee shop in town
continued from IB
So what does this shop offer
for those who do not like coffee?
Plenty! The menu includes specialty drinks such as various types
of flavored cappucino: hot, on

ice, or withlots of whipped cream.
Francois explained, "The Caffe
in the title 'Caffe Espresso' is to
show that we offer a wide variety
of things on our menu."
Things such as breakfast croissants, chicken and tuna salad

Liese Snode/Head Photographer

Caffe Espresso is located downtown above
Hair South, between TigerTown Graphics and
Mr. Knickerbokers.

sandwiches, to name a few
choices from the menu, are made
right there in the shop. The dessert case offers not only various
types of dainishes and pastries
but also chocolate cakes that
could tempt the most avid dieter.
Junior Adrienne McMillan was
asked about what she thought of
Caffe Espresso, she replied,
"Even if you don't like coffee,
this is a great place to get lunch."
Caffe Espresso's prices are
somewhat reasonable and refills
are half of the regular price. The
Coffeehouse across the street
gives free refills, and were having their menus changed last
week. The Caffe Espresso, however, does offer free ice water
and samples of their chocolate
covered coffee beans. In addition
to the home-like enviornment,
the service is fast and the employees are friendly.
Owners Joe and Tammy' Tur
have been in business for two
years in Columbia. Lynn Francois
bel ieves that the concept has been
quite successful. Maybe that is
why the Turs built their shop
here in Clemson. Whatever the
reason may be, his new trend of
coffee in Clemson is obviously
bringing in a great amount of
interest. Two coffee shops are
plenty for tiny downtown, and
because of that they both might
just be around for awhile. When
you get a chance, stop in either
one. They are both very different
from one another, and, according
to Lynn Francois, "fit the community well."

A Low Down
Dirty Shame
Rated R

by Adrian Scott
managing editor
The only shame would be if
you don't go to view this
exhilirating movie starring
Keenan Ivory Wayans and Jada
Pinkett.
This is definitely the funniest
movie Wayans has made. If you
liked I'm Gonna Get You Sucka,
you will definitely want to rush
out and see this movie before it is
gone.
Pinkett and Wayans have developed since their early acting
days. A Low Down Dirty Shame
is actually a bit more realistic
than any of Wayan's previous
movies, and with that reality
comes a great deal of humor, as
is the case with any Wayans production.
Charles Dutton also stars in
the movie. He provides seriousness to the movie while Pinkett's
on screen roommate further adds
to the humor.
So if you are out looking for
some low down dirty fun, this is
deftntely a movie you will enjoy,
and it even has a little bit of
action to add to the fun.

More
music
continued from
2B

I

bum. which was co-prod uced by such lu mi naries
as Mich ad Stipe and Mike
Mills of REM. The
Shadowcasle immediately was on rotation in
over 150 commercial and
college radio stations nationwide.
In October The
Shadowcast released their
full length follow-up. Set
in Motion, Produced by
John Keane (Indigo Girls,
Robyn. Hitchcock), the
new album Set hi Motion
fuses elements of country, 70' s rock, ami groove
oriented pop to create it's
own contemporary-retro
sound.
The Albums strengths
lie in the band's sfrong
vocal sand drivi ng grunge
guitar. Lead singer Lori
Thurman is a joplinesquc
vocalist who can sound
sauniry and soulful in one
breath only to belt out the
next
breath.
The
Shadowcasle has three
part harmony mastered.
The Shadowcaste is a high
energy band that rips out
songs of love and loss and
describe down-to-earth
personal journeys.
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INSIDE SPORTS
Recruiting report, see
page 14A
Track teams triumph,
see page 10A
Swim teams sweep,
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see page 10A
Wrestles grapple, see
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This season, ACC
basketball teams
hold a 73-14 record
against non-ACC
opponents.

Wake Forest outlasts Timers
KA
'- U-..-L,~i«-k-ill 1-Atrvt
Men's
basketball team
loses fourth straigt in
ACC play
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by Brad Wise
staff writer
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A CLOSER LOOK

Wake Forest downed Clemson 69-60
Saturday as the Tigers dropped to 10-4
overall and 1-4 in the ACC.
"My initial thoughts are that their size
really hurt us," coach Rick Barnes said,
following the Tigers' fourth straight conference set-back. "Tim Duncan had some
blocks when we really needed a basket.
Then at the other end, they had some
dunks."
Still, blocks and dunks weren't all that
hurt the Tigers. Clemson was out-rebounded on both ends of the floor, but the
offensive boards proved to be the most
crippling. The Tigers brought down only
six from their own glass, while Wake
Forest brought down 17 offensive rebounds.
Last weekend's game was the fourth
straight in which the Tigers were
outrebounded by their oppponent.
Clemson has lost each of those games.
Early on, however, Clemson looked in
control. The Tigers hit their first eight
shots from the field, including four 3pointers. The score was 35-32 at the end of
the first half, yet for the second straight
game the Tigers have led at half-time and
lost the game.
"We had to change to zone," Demon
Deacon coach Dave Odom said. "When a
team starts off as hot as they did, you'd
have to be an idiot not to change defenses.
I thought it changed the flow of the game.
Unfortunately, we went into an offensive
drought, but the zone defenses kept them
in site at the half."

Larry Barthelemy IV/senior staff photographer

The Tigers have reached high but fallen short in four
straight conference games: UVa, UNC, FSU, and Wake
Forest. Out rebounded in each of these games, it is no
secret that Clemson lack's of height is starting to take its
In sight proved to be enough for Wake,
as the Deacons pulled away in the second
half, out-scoring Clemson 37-25.
Greg Buckner, a strong candidate for

ACC Rookie-of-the-year honors, led the
Tigers in scoring with 17 points. He was
8-12 from the field and 1-2 from the line.
Bruce Martin was 4-7 outside the arc

^—*
and was second in scoring to Buckner.
Iker Iturbe and Bill Harder were both 2-2
from three-point land.
The Tigers will look to halt their fourgame slide Wednesday night in Littlejohn
as they face the Maryland Terrapins. Maryland leads the series 67-38, but the Tigers
have beaten Maryland in Littlejohn the
past six meetings. The last time the Terps
beat Clemson here was a 70-66 victory in
the 1987-88 season. This will be the fourth
time this season that the Tigers are to face
a team ranked in the top 15 in the nation.
One bright spot in the Tigers' young
ACC season is the defense. Clemson is
allowing only 61.8 points per game. The
1972-73 season was the last time the Tigers led the conference in this category. In
spite of starting a 6-7, 6-5, 6-4 frontline,
Clemson opponents' big men are averaging just 7.5 points and 5.1 rebounds a
game.
Another reason for Clemson's 10-4
record is their record turnover rate. The
Tigers are posting only 11.8 turnovers per
game this season which is on pace to break
the record of the 1981-82 teams record of
13.5 per game.
In fact, forward Andy Kelly (6'-5", 210
lb.) has battled players with five inch
height advantages and currently leads the
team in blocked shots.
Clemson has become a very balanced
team this season with Buckner. a freshman forward, checking in as the top scorer.
He averages 12 points per game. Seven
different players have led Clemson in scoring this year. Clemson has made 71.7
percent from the foul-line. The Tigers
have not posted a mark over 70 percent
since the 1986-87 season.
"I'm proud of my players," Barries
insisted. "They worked hard and gave
everything they've got. We have a very
young team, and a lot of them are going
see BARNES, page 11A

Hail Angell! Baseball team holds
Chris Angell and Clemson
take singles, doubles titles
by Billy Ebner
staff writer
The men's tennis team started
off the spring season in fine fashion this past weekend in the South
Carolina State Men's Indoor Tennis Tournament. The Tigers won
the singles and doubles portion
of the tournament, while finishing runner-up in the consolation
portion.
"I'm very pleased with our
progress. Although we are only
thirty-sixth in the nation, I believe that we are going to catch a
lot of people by surprise," said
coach Chuck Kriese.
"We are the best kept secret in
college tennis right now. So watch
out. Here come the Tigers," he
adds.
Co-capitain Charly Rasheed

stated, "I thought it was a good
performance by our team. We
are going to roll this year."
One of the most exciting performances this weekend came
from Chris Angell. He rolled
through the competition, being
force to a third set only once.
Angell eventually beat Robert
Wojick 7-6,6-4 to win the singles
competition.
Angell, a transfer from Indiana University, is playing in his
last year of college tennis. He is
hoping to make it to the professional ranks once he graduates
.from Clemson.
"It was a good feeling to win
the tournament," Angell said.
"Because I was suppose to win
the tournament, I felt a little bit of
pressure."
see TENNIS, page 12A

top pro prospects
by Meredith L. Thomas
staff writer
Of the top 100 college baseball prospects totaled by Allan
Simpson and major league scouting directors, seven Clemson Tigers are acknowledged, the most
of any school in the nation.
Shane Monohan, Tiger outfielder and junior from Marrietta
Ga., was ranked 12th in the nation. He has also received two
additional honors; he has been
named a preseason All-American by Baseball America and
preseason ACC player-of-theyear. Batting .415 last year, the
Tiger outfielder led the nation in
hits with 137. "Shane has been an
outstanding player for the last
two years, and he's certainly one
of the best players in the conference," said head coach Jack

Leggett.
Joining Monohan are pitchers
Billy Koch (35th) and Mark
Watson (50th), shortstop Scth
Brizek (59th), catcher Matt
LeCroy (71st), first baseman
David Miller (92nd) and pitcher
Scott Winchester (97th).
According to Leggett, Koch
has not realized his full potential.
But Liggett also insisted Koch
"can earn some respect before
it's all over." Watson, according
to Leggett. will be a big factor in

the conference this season.
Brizek, voted team captain by
the players, is one of the Tigers'
most important leaders. Leggett
said it is Brizek's good leadership qualities and knowledge of
the position that brought him a
national ranking. "If he can put
the consistency together in his
hitting, I think he's got a chance
to be a good offensive player for
us as well," Leggett remarked.
see COACHES, page 12A

This Week in Clemson]
• Men's Basketball vs. Maryland Wed., 7:30, Littlejohn Collesium
• Women's Basketball vs. Ga. Tech Thur., 7:30, Littlejohn Collesium
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Women win one, lose one on road in Al^l
by James Marcoux
staff writer
The Lady Tigers took to the
road last week and managed to
carve out a victory in Reynolds
Gym, as they took on the Wake
Forest Lady Deacs on Thursday
night, but their luck changed on
Saturday
when they fell
to a stingy
N.C. State
squad in Raleigh.
The win
over the Lady
Deacs was
needed after Stephanie Ridgeway
falling
to
ACC power North Carolina in
Littlejohn Coliseum the previous weekend. The 67-59 win
certainly didn't come easy but
improved the Lady Tigers' record
to 3-2 in ACC play.
First half play was relatively
even, but the Lady Tigers headed
to the locker room on top 34-26
at halftime. The Lady Deacs
battled back in the second half
and narrowed the Clemson lead
down to just three points with
9:30 left to play. The Clemson

offense seemed sluggish in the
beginning of the second half, as
Colesha Corder ran the point
while being nagged by a stomach
virus.
The offense jumped back into
form once again by spreading out
the floor, but Wake answered
late with a 10-0 run, and the
Clemson lead was once again cut
to 61-57 with just 2:25 left to
play.
Free throws seemed to be the
deciding factor, however, as
Clemson guard Stephanie Davis
and center Laura Cottrell sunk
two free throws apiece. The game
belonged to the Lady Tigers once
guard Tara Saunooke and forward Jeanette Davis each hit the
front end of a 1-and-l.
Stephanie Ridgeway led the
Lady Tigers with 15 points and 4
rebounds, while Tara Saunooke
added 14 points. Laura Cottrell
also had double figures with 10
points. Clemson connected on
18 of 24 shots from the free throw
line. For the Lady Deacs, Val
Hodge and Rae Anna Molholland
both led with 15 points each.
The game against the Lady
Wolfpack was a different story,
however, as NC State downed
Clemson 72-66. The score was

relatively close, though Clemson
shot only 27.6% from the field
while N.C. State shot 42.9% in
the first half, bringing on a 31 -24
halftime deficit for the Lady Tigers.
The second half seemed favorable at first
to Clemson as
Jim
Davis'
squad went on a
17-6 run. They
tookafour point
lead, the largest
lead of the game
for the Lady TiTara Saunooke
gers. The Pack
answered from the free throw
line and regained a four point
lead of their own with less than
one minute to play, eventually
sealing the victory for NC State.
Tara Saunooke led the Lady
Tigers with 22 points and 6 rebounds. Stephanie Ridgeway
added 17 points and 8 boards.
The Lady Wolfpack had five
players in double figures led by
Kolleen Kreule with 19 points.
The Lady Tigers are now 135 overall and fall to 3-3 in the
ACC. The next womens' basketball game will be this Thursday
night in Littlejohn Coliseum at
7:00 against Georgia Tech.
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The Lady Tigers over-powered Wake Forest
but fell to N.C. State this past weekend.
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Superbowl extra...
Chargers, 49ers gear for Super Sunday
(Associated Press) SANTA CLARA, Calif. (AP) - Jerry
CLEAN SHAVEN
Rice was starting to wonder if he'd ever
Defensive end Leslie O'Neal sported a play in another Super Bowl. The San
shaved head Wednesday.
Francisco 49ers' losses in conference
"I was tired of combing my hair so I championships were piling up, he was
just cut it all off," he said. "I was trying for getting older, and Joe Montana was gone.
a Hank Bauer kind of look, but I got
Rice doesn' t have to wonder any more.
carried away and lost it all."
As a matter of fact, he hasn' t felt this good
Bauer, a former Chargers running back about the 49ers' offense - or defense - in
and special teams standout who is now a five years. It's no coincidence that's also
San Diego television sports anchor, is the last time the 49ers were in a Super
mostly bald.
Bowl.
"I figured I'd do something for myself,
"I think we have the most explosive
something different for going to the Super offense in the NFL, from running backs to
Bowl," said O'Neal, who's been with the
Chargers for nine mostly dismal seasons.
"I'm wondering how bad did I used to
look, because all these guys are coming up
to me and saying, vYou look great.' '

"I think the greatest thing for me was
to beat Dallas," Rice said. "You know
Dallas came in the last couple of years and
took something away from us.
"It's devastating when you go out and
you lose the championship game. You try
to forget, but it's always in the back of
your mind. I feel now we took something
from them that they wanted very badly.
They wanted to be the first team to threepeat. We took that away and it's going to
stay with them a long time."
The 49ers had advanced to the NFC
title game three previous times during the

Countdown to Superbowl
XXIX: 5 days

DON'T BET ON IT
Bobby Ross clearly is not a betting
man.
The Chargers coach was asked about
the 20-point spread favoring the 49ers in
the Super Bowl. He couldn't explain it.
"I don't understand betting, so I don't
care," Ross said. "I went to one horse race,
and I bet on No. 4 in the fourth race,
because I had four children. I took my
parents and my wife to Charles Town in
West Virginia when I was at VMI."
He might not understand betting, but
he got the hang of it for that race.
"No. 4 won and paid $66," he said.
SHINING THE HARDWARE
George Pernicano, a minority owner of
the Chargers since 1960, posed for photos
Wednesday with the franchise's only two
championship trophies.
They're from the AFL title game in
1963, when the Chargers beat the Boston
,. Patriots 51-10, and the AFC championship game last Sunday when they beat the
Pittsburgh Steelers 17-13.
The photo will hang in one of
Pernicano's restaurants.
Pernicano's son, Gary, was in the media workroom polishing the '63 trophy,
which looked like it hadn't been shined
since the Chargers won it.

wide receivers, there are guys that are
going to make the plays," Rice said. "And
with Steve Young, being like a sergeant,
he's in command directing everything,
everything looks good."
San Francisco (15-3) was the league's
top-scoring team during the regular season with 505 points, the fourth highest
total in NFL history, and Young won his
fourth straight passing title with a record
112.8 efficiency rating.
Rice, completing his 10th year, was at
the center of San Francisco's offensive
extravaganza from start to finish. He had
three touchdowns in an opening win over
the Los Angeles gaiders and ended the
regular season with a league-high 1,499
receiving yards on a career-best 112 receptions.
He caught 13 of Young's team-record
35 touchdown passes this season and the
two combined for a backbreaking touchdown pass in last Sunday's NFC title win
over Dallas. They teamed up on a 28-yard
pass in the closing seconds of the second
quarter to put the 49ers ahead 31-14 in a
game ultimately won 38-28.
San Francisco, seeking a fifth Super
Bowl title but first since 1989, will play
the San Diego Chargers (13-5) in the Jan.
29 Super Bowl at Miami.

1990s but were beaten in 1990 by the New
York Giants and in 1992 and 1993 by the
Cowboys.
"It took so long," Rice said. "As you
get older, it gets harder and I think you
really start to appreciate things more because you know there aren't going to be
that many more opportunities. I'm just
glad we have the opportunity now."
For all of the offensive accomplishments, Rice said the 49ers are in debt to
their free-agent fortified defense. Deion
Sanders, Ken Norton Jr., Rickey Jackson
and Gary Plummer were among four free
agents who became defensive starters,
along with rookie draft picks Bryant Young
and Lee Woodall.
Between the defense, which improved
from 15th to eighth in the rankings, and
the offense, ranked first in the NFC, Rice
said he felt the 1994 squad could be the
best team in club history.
"I think we have the best team that's
been assembled here with the 49ers and
we have had so many great players come
through here," Rice said. "I think with
players like Rickey Jackson, Ken Norton,
Deion Sanders, this game is so much fun
now."
If only Rice himself could learn to
relax.

"I'm still tense. I think I'm getting so
old now, my nerves are just not that good
any more," Rice quipped.
"I think as you get older you try to
enjoy football more. You know that eventually everything is going to come to an
end and there's not going to be many times
when I get to a position like we're in now.
So I'm trying to enjoy this one."
Rice will be appearing in his third
Super Bowl. He was MVP in the 1989
Super Bowl, when he had 11 catches for
215 yards and a touchdown in the 49ers'
20-16 victory over Cincinnati. In 1990, he
had seven catches for 148 yards and three
TDs in a 55-10 victory over Denver to
help make George Seifert only the second
rookie coach to lead his team to a Super
Bowl win.
Rice said his most vivid football
memory is the last-second drive that Montana engineered in 1989 to win the third of
San Francisco's four Super Bowls. Rice
had two catches and John Taylor caught
the winning 10-yard reception with 34
seconds left.
"I think on that final drive, when we
took the ball down the field and scored the
winning touchdown we had so many players that knew we would move that ball,'
Rice said.
"There was so much confidence when
Joe came in the huddle. We felt like we
had a shot and it just came down to that
situation and we got the job done."
Rice said the feeling exists now for
Young heading into San Francisco's fifth
Super Bowl.
"Without a doubt, Steve is going to get
the job done," Rice said. "I have no doubt
he's going to have the best game of his
career. It's up to the other players to go out
and just do their jobs. Because I know
him. He's being himelf now. He's happy
with himself. He doesn't feel like he has to
win anyone over. He's just playing his
type of ball.
"I think we have a very unique group.
We have something special and we have a
collective group of guys who are going to
get the job done."
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ACC Roundup
by Rob Graham
staff writer
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ACC basketball lived up to its
reputation this past Saturday and
Sunday, as the toughest conference in the nation, with a full
slate of college hoops that graced
the television screens all weekend long.
A changing of the guard in the
league has certainly taken place
with the emergence of the Virginia Cavaliers as the top-ranked
team in the conference and the
downfall of the Blue Devils from
Duke, who have now lost six
straight games, the school' s longest winless streak in 56 years.
The most astounding little stat
during the Dukies streak is that
they've lost three games within
the comforts of Cameron Indoor
Stadium, and with the announcement of coach Krzyzewski not
returning to the sidelines for the
rest of the season, the league
should be wide open for surprise.
Virginia 88
Georgia Tech 85 20T
The most exciting game of the
weekend was played in
Charlottesville, where Virginia
(11-4, 5-1 ACC) took over first
place in the conference with an
88-85 victory over Georgia Tech
(11-6, 2-3 ACC).
Junior point guard Cory
Alexander led the Cavaliers with
24 points and seven assists, including four 3-point baskets.
Alexander also gave UV A its first
lead of the second overtime with
3-pointer from the left wing.
Tech had a last chance, but
senior point guard Travis Best,
who finished with 20 points,
missed a running one-hander in
the lane with 10 seconds show-

ing on the clock. Virginia's
Harold Deane ran down the ball
and was fouled with 3.6 seconds
remaining. The sophomore sank
both free throws to give the Cavs
their second straight win over
Bobby Cremins and his Yellow
Jackets.
Junior Burrough was a force
for Virginia underneath the basket with 19 points and 13 rebounds.
James Forrest paced Tech with
29 points and 11 rebounds. Freshman Michael Maddox with 18.
Drew Barry, who missed a 42footer at the buzzer that bounced
off the backboard and nearly
through the net, finished with a
game-high 13 assists.
Maryland 84
N.C. State 67
What usually happens to a
team when it falls behind 21-3
early?
You guessed it.
A team usually loses. And
that's just what happened to Les
Robinson's 3-point bombers
from N.C. State.
Maryland's full court trapping
press was too much for the
Wolfpack early on, and they were
- forced to play catch-up the rest of
the way. But, the 3-point baskets
just weren't falling for State, as
they made only six-of-21 shots
from beyond the 3-point arc and
fell 84-67 to the Terrapins.
Maryland (14-3, 4-1 ACC)
won for the eighth time in nine
games and also gave coach Gary
Williams his 300th career victory as a coach.
Joe Smith led the way for
Maryland with 26 points, seven
rebounds and four blocks.
N.C. State (10-5, 2-3 ACC)
was led by Todd Fuller's 16 points
and eight rebounds. Freshman

Ishua Benjamin finished with 14
points and seven assists.
North Carolina 87
Virginia Tech 76
Traveling to the Greensboro
Coliseum shouldn't have been
much of a change for North Carolina, but they had their hands full
with the Hokies of Virginia Tech
for most of the way. But they
came away with an 87-76 victory
in front of a crowd of 22,101,
despite committing 17 turnovers
and getting crushed on the offensive boards 25-7.
The third-ranked Tar Heels
(14-1) swapped leads with the
Hokies (13-4) for most of the
first half but managed to scrape
out a 37-36 halftime lead.
All the fireworks came in the
second half, when sophomore
sensation Jerry Stackhouse produced perhaps the best dunk of
the young NCAA season with
3:06 left in the game. The slam,
which started from outside the
top of the key and included a liftoff from the hash marks inside
the lane and a forward in front,
gave the Tar Heels a 68-60 advantage, and they never looked
back.
The Heels proved to be too
much for the young Va. Tech
squad down the stretch, as they
went into their patented "four
corners" offense that saw them
ice the game from the free throw
line.
Florida State 78
Duke 75
Bob Sura and the "Noles from
Florida St. continued Duke's
tumble Saturday by handing them
their sixth straight defeat, 78-75.
The loss also marked acting coach
Pete Gaudet's fifth straight loss
as a head coach.
Florida St. (9-5, 3-3 ACC)

MEN'S BASKETBALL
STANDINGS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

ACC

Overall

North Carolina 4-1
Virginia
5-1
Maryland
. 4-1
Wake Forest
3-2
Florida State
3-3
N.C. State
2-3
Georgia Tech
2-3
Clemson
1-4
Duke
0-6

14-1
11-4
14-3
9-3
8-5
10-5
11-6
10-4
9-7

Today's games

Wednesday s aames
N.C. state at Georgia Tech

Duke at Noire Dame

Maryland at Clemson
Wake Forest at Virginia
Fla. State at No. Carolina

went scoreless the final 2:31, but
Duke couldn't take advantage of
the opportunity, as they didn't
score for the final 2:21 of the
game, after Trajan Langdon's two
free throws.
Duke (9-8, 0-6 ACC) had a
chance to tie when Sura missed
two free throws to ice the game,
but Langdon missed a 3-pointer
in the corner and Sura rebounded

and ran the clock out.
Sura continued his tear with
23 points, nine rebounds, five
assists and five steals. Freshman
Corey Louis scored 21 points and
James Collins added 14.
Cherokee Parks led the Blue
Devils with 24 points and 11 rebounds. Jeff Capel continued his
strong sophomore play with 22
points and eight assists.

Special Ski Program Announced
For Clemson

Students And Faculty
We arc pleased to announce (lie establishment of a special Clemson
Ski Program which is being made available by New Wintcrplacc Ski
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Resort. Clemson Students, Faculty and Stall wishing to take advantage
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SPECIAL PRICES ARE:
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"Keep that toasty summer glow
through the frosty winter days!'
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of this special ski program must present (heir Clemson identification
card when purchasing lift tickets or renting ski equipment.

INDOOR TANNING
New Wolff System Tanning Beds

Weekdays (Monday (h rough Friday)
Lilt Tickets

Ken al Equipment
(skis , boots & poles)

9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

SI 6.95

S 9.95

9 a.m. to 10 p.m.

S 19.95

S 9.95

3 p.m. to 10 p.m.

SI 4.95

S 9.95

Saturdays, Sundays ,1 olidavs
Lift Iickels

Rental Equipment
(skis, boots <X poles)

9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

S31.95

SI 6.95

9 a.m. to 10 p.m.

S38.95

$16.95

5 p.m. to 10 p.m.

$19.95

$11.95
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AFFORDABLE,
FLEXIBLE
MEMBERSHIPS
and packages

Compare these prices to our regular prices. Weekday 9-10 lil'l
ticket and rentals would normally be S46.00, that's a 35% savings.
Several affordable lodging packages are exclusively available for
college students by calling YVintcrhavcn Condominiums, located
slopcside, at 304-787-3202, or Glade Springs Resort & Conference

•Radio/Tape Players
•Tanning Supplies/Tee Shirts

Center, just 8 miles away, at 1-800-634-5233.
Following a record ski season last w inter, several off-season
improvements took place including a major expansion of the Resort

1

Center, 1200 pair of new Rossignol rental skis, a cafeteria tripled in

Gift Certificates
Available!
[j'jH

Jnil

.

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
WALK-IN OR APPOINTMENTS
405-210 COLLEGE AVE.
653-6313

size, a new restaurant, a new trail, and more!
New Wintcrplacc Ski Resort is located 16 miles South of Bcckley,
West Virginia, 1 1/2 miles from the Ghent Exit (Exit 28) on Interstate
77.
If you need additional ski area info, or need additional lodging
information, call 304-787-3221. For latest snow conditions, call the
Snow Phone 1-800-258-3127.
Don't let the warm weather fool you! Wintcrplacc has 15 trails
and all chairlifls open! Our slopes a\ crage 36" of [tacked powder base.
It's the miracle of modern snow making! Wintcrplacc has more
snowniaking capacity per acre than any southeastern ski resort!
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Duke hits skids Football team gams
Losers of six
straight, the
Dukies have fallen
on hard times

said. "It seems like the weight of
the world is on our shoulders. In
some ways, I feel like we're letting down Duke basketball tradition."
The focus of all the despair is
by Mike Burns
a Duke team long accustomed to
DURHAM, N.C. (AP)-That success but very short on chem- sports editor
the crazies in Cameron Indoor istry. Three freshmen are trying
Stadium booed a bunch of bas- to find their niche with a junior
As students walk by and read
ketball players isn't news. The and two seniors. In the locker Memorial Stadium's scoreboard
flash is that they booed their own room, the Blue Devils didn' t hear looking for the names of possible
the disparaging comments, and future Tigers, six more recruits
Duke basketball team.
True, they weren't the lusty, they weren't making any, either. have apparently committed to
echoing boos that might be heard
"At some point, it's got to Clemson.
in a professional arena. But they come together," said forward
According to The Greenville
were audible. And they were just Cherokee Parks. "This is defi- News, five high school defenders
some of the reactions after the nitely not typical of our team, and a lineman have verbally comBlue Devils fell to their fifth with Coack K or without Coach mitted to Clemson. The group
straight loss, 77-60, to North K."
includes four linebackers and a
Parks also said defense used defensive back, two of which are
Carolina State.
"Hey, Mario," one of the pep to be the catalyst for Duke's at- from in-state.
band's members yelled to an- tack. In their last three games, the
Linebackers Adrian Dingle,
other. "Just 240 more days until Blue Devils have been burned by O.J. Childress, Derrick Dingle,
Randolph Childress of Wake John Thompson, cornerback
football season."
In front of the band, the per- Forest, Cory Alexander of Vir- Michael Allen, and lineman
cussionist banged his drum ginia andlshua Benjamin of N.C. Joedy Mitchell give the Tigers
slowly, although it had to hurt State. In each instance, the three 19 high school commitments and
because he was using his fore- players made up for a slow first 21 overall. Verbal commitments
half with a strong second half.
head.
are non-binding and the national
The student section, generWith Alexander, his effort signing period doesn' t begin unally the last bastion to fall when helped the Cavaliers overcome a til February 1.
times get tough at Duke, was 23-point deficit and take a doubleDerrick Dingle was an all-state
beginning to get surly Wednes- overtime victory.
member of Berkley High's state
day night. Some of them were
"One of the things that teams championship team. He stands
pointing a finger in the direction feared in us is our defense," Parks 6'2" and weighs in at235 pounds.
of interim coach Pete Gaudet, said. "Now, it seems like teams He is the brother of former Gamewho is replacing Mike can't wait to get on offense to cock tailback Mike Dingle.
Krzyzewski as he continues his play against us. Individually,
Childress is an outside
rehabilitation from back surgery. we've just got to step up and play linebacking recruit who may also
Others were taking out their a lot tougher."
be tried out at strong safety. He is
frustration over the losing streak
Especially frustrating to 6' 3", 210 pounds with 4.5 speed,
at individual players. One stu- Capel is the two national cham- and he comes to the Tigers from
dent vented his ire at reserve guard pionship banners that hang McGavock High in Nashville,
Kenny Blakeney.
among others that chronicle the Tennessee.
"Give it up, give it up," the team's achievements in Cameron.
Thompson, 5'10", 220student screamed, worried that if They represent a history that this pounds with 4.6 speed, was
Blakeney held the ball much year's team is finding difficult to named defensive player-of-thelonger, he'd give it up to the maintain.
year in his district. He is friends
Wolfpack.
"I can't speak for the whole with Rahim Abdullah, another
Still others are trying to fig- team, but for me it does," said Tiger linebacking recruit and
ure out who the Blue Devils will Capel when asked if losing in the teammate on his Fletcher High
face in the National Invitation face of past successes bothers team.
Tournament and where they'll him. "It's just weird. I've never
The last of Clemson's latest
be traveling.
been in a situation where I've lost linebacking commitments is
"It's like everyone around two games in a row. Now, we've Adrian Dingle (no relation to
here expects us to win in lost five in a row, and I think it's Derrick Dingle). He is a 6'4",
Cameron. We expect to win in at a point now where our team is 240-pound high school senior
Cameron," Duke guard Jeff Capel questioning "Can we win?"'

Want
some
money?
Write
News,
meOut or
Sports
for The
Tiger.
MM

verbal commitments
CLEMSON'S VERBAL COMMITMENTS
li*

High Schools
Rahim Abdullah, LB, 6'6", 210, Jacksonville, Fl.
Michael Allen, CB, 5'11", 180, Conway, S.C.
Carl Baker, WR, 6'0", 185, Sumter, S.C.
Rashidi Brown, RB, 5'6", 170, Hackensack, N.J.
O.J, Childress, LB, 6'3", 210, Nashville, Tn.
DwaneCason, FB, 6'1", 225, Fayetteville, N.C.
Will Clark, TE, 6'2", 220, Marrietta, Ga.
DaveyCoggin, QB, 6'3", 195, Upland, Ca.
Reggie Curry, DB, 6T, 200, Harlem, Ga.
Adrian Dingle, LB, 6'4", 230, Holly Hill-Roberts, S.C.
Derrick Dingle;'LB, 6'2", 235, Berkley High, S.C.
LeVar Graves,'TE, 6'4", 250, Jersey City, N.J.
Corey Hulsey/OL, 6'7"j 300, Lula, Ga.
Billy Luckie, QB, 6'2", 195, Ft. Walton Beach, Fl.

Ic

Damonte McKenzie, RB, 6'2", 230, Lake City, S.C.
Joedy Mitchell, OL, 6'6", 270, Conyers, Ga.
Wayne Moore, CB, 5'9", 170, Lake Butler, Fl.John Thompson, LB, 5'10", 220, Jacksonville, Fl.
Eric Williams, DL, 6'3", 250, Marlboro County High, S.C.
Transfers
Joe Woods, WR, 5'9", 170, OleMiss
DamondWard, DB, 5"I0\ 175, Milford.Cn.
from Holly Hill-Roberts in South
Carolina. He reportedly has 4.8
speed and has played both inside
and outside linebacking positions.
Allen is the other of Clemson's
latest in-state recruits. The 5' 11",
180-pound cornerback with 4.4
speed is a Conway product.
Conway has given the Tigers
other cornerbacks in Norris
Brown and Terrance Dixon, but

Ink
liar
h
lii
firi.5

Conway coach Chuck Jordan told -ft
The Greenville News that Allen
is the school's best all-around MM
. (as
prospect in at least 12 years.
Mitchell is Clemson's second
offensive line recruit from Georgia. He is 6'6" and 270 pounds. i hi in
He joins Corey Hulsey from i rait
Conyers, Ga. He played hurt dur- it K: I
ing his senior season of high t
school, but with weight training, ; kill
he should be ready by fall.

WIN $50!!
©

Clemson Bank & Trust
(in organization)

1
Clemson Bank & Trust (in organization) plans to open
for business in Clemson in 1995. We'd like your help in
naming our Automated Teller Machine. Please submit
your entry by February 3,1995.
Entry forms may be mailed to P.O. Box 1747, Clemson,
SC, 29633, or dropped by Lynch Drug Company on
College Avenue. The winner will be notified by mail no
later than February 10,1995.
In the event of duplications, the winner will be chosen
by a drawing.
Clemson Bank & Trust will have the right to permanent
use of the winning entry and reserves the right to declare
no winner.

My suggested ATM name is.
Submitted by:
Name.
Address.
Phone.

r
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Barnes optimistic

Track teams roll

continued from 7A

by Macy Chatneuff
staff writer

through the league for the veryfirst time." "
But Barnes insisted close is
not enough. "We won't settle for
being close," he said. "We are
going to win."
Wake Forest 69, Clemson 60
Tigere

R3

FT

Ofl

Keiiy

2-3
8-12
3-5

0-0
1-2
0-0

0-1
3-6
1-3

32

4-8
3-10
1-3
3-5
0-1

0-0
0-0

0-1
0-1
0-1
0-1
0-1

24
34
19
19
5

Buckner
Iturbe
Martin
Code
Harder
Johnson

o-c
o-c
0-0

PF

A

Pts Min

200
24-47 1-2
6-18
Totals
PCT- FG.511.FT.500.3FG.500 3PT- Kelly (2-3), Buckner
(0-1), Iturbe (2-2), Martin (4-7), Code (1-3), Ragland (0-1).
Harder (2-2), Johnson (0-1) BL-1 (Buckner) TO- 8 (Buckner
3, Code 2, Ragland, Harder) ST- 6 (Buckner 3, Martin, code,
Ragland)
Deamon Deacons R3

FT

OF!

PF

Peral
Banks
Duncan

1-3
2-5
5-6

2-2
3-4
4-6

1-3
5-7
4-8

1
2
1

Childress
Braswell
LaRue
Rutland
Totals

2-16
2-6
4-7
3-3
1M6

8-8
0-0
0-0
4-5
21-25

1-4
0-1
1-5
0-0
17-33

2
2
1
1
10

A

Pts Mi

1
16
200

PCT- FG .409. FT .833.3FG .400 3PT- Childress (2-10),
Braswell (24), LaRue (4-7), Rutland (2-2) BL- 9 (Duncan 7,
Braswell 3, LaRue 2, Banks, Rutland) TO-11 (Duncan 3,
Peral, Banks, Childress) ST- 1 (Childress)

60

Clemson
Wake Forest

Larry Barthelemy IV/senior staff photographer

Rick Barnes and the Tigers have been fired-up
lately, but all has come to naught. The Tigers
look to end their four-game slide tomorrow.

Search for coach continues
by Ethan H. Bellamy
staff writer
Although begun with hopes
of a National Championship, the
1994seasonforthemen's soccer
team ended with a 13-7-1 record,
the resignation of 28-year founding head coach Dr. I.M. Ibrahim,
and the consequent search for a
new football guru to lead the Tigers.
"It is sad that it is over, and I
wish Clemson University the best
in the soccer program - the one
that I have served faithfully and
with lots of love for the last 28
years," stated Ibrahim in a press
release issued on December 7,
1994.
The season for the Tigers was
marred by first the six-game sus-

pension of then leading national
goal scorer Wol de Harris and next
the four-game suspension of
Ibrahim.
Harris was ejected in
Clemson's first loss of the season
when he struck a Blue Devil's J. J.
Ossola injuring him severely.
The absence of Harris created
turmoil in the squad which culminated in an outburst in which
Ibrahim reportedly struck
Clemson assistant coach Dwayne
Schaffer.
The Clemson University athletic department then suspended
Ibrahim for four games. This,
however, was apparently not sufficient for the players whose
boycott was avoided only when
the athletic department threatened
to revoke their scholarships if
they refused to play for Ibrahim.

Two Tiger defenders, Erik
Nordby and Chris Eatough, who
were not on soccer scholarships,
quit the team in protest of
Ibrahim's return.
Still now, the athletic department is faced with the difficult
decision of replacing a coach who
has compiled a record of 388102-31, won two NCAA National
Championship titles, and 11 ACC
Championship titles since founding the Clemson soccer dynasty
28 years ago.
Senior associate athletic director Dwighl Rainey and the
athletic department are currently
conducting an extensive search
for Ibrahim's replacement. While
rumors swirl surrounding various current college head coaches,
an announcement is expected
soon.

Trevi Frazier took second
place in the triple jump with a
jump of 11.6 m, while Sharla
Clinkscales jumped of 11.21
'This- past weekend,the m, good for third place. Nikki
Clemson's men's and women Sims placed second in the shot
track teams roar.e.d past their put with a throw of 14.34 m.
Meanwhile, the men's team
competition in the Kentucky and
was at the Florida Invitational,
Florida Invitationals.
The Lady Tigers had many where Undre Williams made
successful performances. his debut in the 55m with a
Samantha Watt, a freshman, re- time of 6.58.
Other scores in the 55m dash
ceived first place in the 400m
with a time of 56.32 sec. in the include Junior Alexander with
preliminaries and finals. Vir- a time of 6.60 sec. and Howard
ginia Barnes, a senior, had a Bartley with a score of 6.61
time of 2:14.8 in the 800m, thus sec.
The top finish for the Tigers
putting her in second place in
in the 200m dash was Shawn
that event.
Simone Tomlinson, a fresh- Thomas who finished with a
man, had a time of 6.91 sec. in time of 22.61. Davidson Gill, a
th,e 55m, a NCAA provisional freshman, finished the 400 m
mark. Taking in third place, she with a time of 48.74 sec.
In the 55m high hurdles Greg
ran the 200 m with a time of
24.48. According to Tomlinson, Hines had a time of 7.49 sec,
the team "did a really good job thus putting him in fourth place.
John Thorp finished the high
and gave 100%."
Jane Hole who, ran the 55m jump with a jump of 2.13m,
hurdles, came in with a time of putting him in third place.
8.2, which was her seasonal best. David Hartzler fi nished the pole
Katja Pettinen ran the 55m vault with a jump of 4.87 m
with a finish in second place.
hurdles with a time of 8.26.

GDENT ALUMNI
"The link between students and alumni"

Membership Drive Drop-In
Monday, Feb. 10
6:00pm
Alumni Center
(Sunday dress is appropriate)

Applications may be picked up at the Alumni Center between
8am and 4:30pm. Deadline for applications is Friday, February 3
at the Alomni Center.
J

Tiixi Dominitrix sez,

~^

mt'Mmu

"SUBMIT!"
% '^ Tfte Chronicle,
Clemson University's premier literary arts
magazine, is looking for talented men and
women to whip it in to shape!
•Give us your best artwork, poetry, stories,
essays, ideas.
•Give us your time as a staff member. ALL
POSITIONS OPEN. Elections held Feb. 9 at
7 pm.
•Give us your money! Be a Chronicle Sponsor

Special Drop-In on Thursday, Jan. 26
7-9 pm
Seminar Room Holtzendorff
Regular meetings, Thursdays 7-9 pm at the
Chronicle offices
Contact: Julie Walters-Steele, 656-0520.

APARTMENTS
•Remodeled (carpet, vinyl, wallpaper, paint,
and breakfast bar)
•$525/month
•Dishwasher, central heat/air, blinds & drapes
•Less than 3 miles from campus
•Pets allowed (in older units only)

Call today or come by...

1'Hiv^

«*

654-6158

f-

\

'HIVYW

Mon.-Fri. 8:30am- 5:00pm

OFF HWY 123 ON ISAQUEENATRAIL
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Coaches
predict
Tennis team triumphs
Tigers win ACC
continued from 7A

"Chris is definitely an impact
player. Besides being a very good
tennis player, he brought to
Clemson another person with a
tremendous work ethic,' said
Kriese. "He came to Clemson to
be in a program, where the training is very, very tough."
"Coming down here will give
him that feel for outdoor tennis,
which he needs to play in the
professional ranks."
Along with his teammate
Frank Salazar, Angell also took
home the title in the doubles portion of the tournament. Angell
and Salazar dominated the competition, winning their last match
6-4, 6-3.
Salazar, who is coming off an
elbow injury, advanced to the
second round in singles competition.
"Winning this tournament
helped the team's confidence,"
according to Salazar. "It was a
/good start going into the ACC
Indoors. We have the potential to
go really far."
Another outstanding performance came from freshman Ryan
Fleming. He was the runner-up
in the consolation tournament,
. losing to Ayal Horwitz 6-3, 7-5.
"I thought it was a good start
for the spring season. We have a
a strong line-up and a lot of
depth," commented Fleming. "I
believe that we can finish the
year as one of the top fifteen
teams in the nation."
Kriese said, "I've got one of
the best recruits in the South. He
continues to get better every day."

continued from 7A

file photo

Frank Salazar teamed up with Chris Angell to
win the doubles title in the S.C. State Men's
Indoor Tennis Tournament.
The Tigers' next meet will be
at the ACC Indoors. This tourna
ment will be held this weekend in
Winston
Salem,
N.C.
Competiting for the Tigers are
Chris Angell, Bruce Li, Chris

Robinson, Frank Salazar, and
Brian Twente.
"I believe this tournament will
show us where we. are right now.
I think we can win the ACC Indoors," said Fleming.

, LeCroy, a catcher, is a fre'srK
man coming into the season. He
is also the second round draft
pick of the New York Mets out
of high school. "He's a kid who's
extremely dedicated, has tremendous power and he's gonna
see a lot of action catching for
us," Leggett said. The head
coach feels LeCroy needs to
work on his base running and
consistency in hitting. "He's
going to lift them balls every
once in a while and hit it a long
way. He's gonna be an exciting
player to watch." LeCroy was
named preseason ACC Rookieof4he-Year and was the only
freshman of the first eight playe'rs invited to the USA Baseball
spring camp.
' Leggett feels that first
baseman'David'Oilier will be
an aggressive hitter this year.
"He's got good"'speed and runs
ihe bases Well. He's aggressive
there, he just needs to put the
consistency together in his offensive play and he's got a
chance to be an outstanding
player within the conference."
"Scott Winchester is a kid
who's probably made the biggest turn around of any kid I've
had in 18 years, since I've been
coaching," said Leggett. Winchester had a 3.75 GPR last semester and he is one of the top
relief pitchers in the country. He
played in the Cape Cod League
last summer and had 13 saves, a

Cape Cod League record. Winchester was drafted last year by
the Detroit Tigers but decided
to return to Clemson. He was
voted to be a team captain.
"Knowing that he is coming out
of the bull pen with the poise
and experience that he has is a
great plus for our baseball team
going into the season," Leggett
said.
The Atlantic Coast Conference poll of the league's nine
head coaches, picked the
Clemson Tigers to be the number one team to beat in 1995.
After being picked fourth last
year, Clemson took both the
league's regular season and tournament titles. Ranked fourth in
Baseball America's preseason
poll, the Tiger baseball team
opens their 1995 season on Feb.
17, when they go against ninth
ranked Oklahoma Sate in Arlington, Tx. The first home game
is Feb. 24, when Clemson faces
George Mason.
"We're proud to have those
guys," Leggett said of his rated
pro prospects. "Some of them
came in here as strong players,
but most all of them have developed also by hard work, into
players that are recognized
throughout the country. We're
real pleased that they've been
recognized, and we just hope
they all play like that. I think it
will bring everyone else that is
around them up to another level
as well."

c
OUTBACK
S T EAKHOUSE

AUSSIE MOOD
♦hostesses

• servers
• pin dishwashers

AWESOME FOOD
• am prep
• pm line cooks
• bussers

Flexible Hours » Dinner Only
APPLY IN PERSON
10am-6pm * Mon-Pri

OPENING MARCH 7TH!
Days Inn • 1007 Smith Mill Road (Suite 123)»At Clenwon Blvd and 145 only 15 minute from gampw803'26U283
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